
AE LAB: Listening & Tagging Guide

This is a comprehensive guide to beginning the listening and tagging process for the 
Acoustic Ecology lab, it will list the programs and methods we regularly use to 
document sonic events across our recordings. 
 
Tools: Reaper (Digital Audio Workstation), Google Team Drive
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A. Finding and Downloading Files
1.Access the TeamDrive through your MyASU 
homepage, clicking “My Drive.” If you are reading this, 
you should have already been given editing access to 
the TeamDrive “Acoustic Ecology McDowell Tagging,” 
however if this is not the case, please email 
khoefer@asu.edu for access.

2. On the home page of the Team Drive you will see multiple folders and files. If there is 
not already a folder labeled with your first name, please create one by right clicking and 
adding a new folder. 

3. Audio which is ready to be tagged will be labeled under which microphone it was 
recorded with, this will range from Microphone 1, 3, and 4. The folder hierarchy is such

Microphone Number -> Date of Recording -> Audio File with Date & 24hr Time

ex. Microphone 1 -> M1-05-26-2017 -> audio-solo-2017-05-26_13-00-04.wav



4.This system is set up so you can tag on your own time independently, and not have to 
worry about others taking any files you may have already completed. When you are 
ready to tag, click on the Microphone Number folder, and you will be given a list of dated 
folders as displayed above, example:  M1-05-26-2017, M1-05-27-2017, 
M1-05-28-2017…etc. 

Simply choose the folder you would like and right click, choosing “Move to…” from the 
drop down menu, and move this to the folder with your first name. By moving this folder 
it is now not available for anyone else to take, and you will be responsible for the 
tagging of the specific recordings in that folder. This process is displayed below.

After this is completed, you will see the 
Folder under your name like so…

5. Right click on this folder containing the audio which you just moved to your named 
folder, and click Download. This folder will contain all the labeled audio you need to tag. 



B. Reaper Installation, Setup, and Listening

1. Download & Install Reaper 32Bit (https://www.reaper.fm/download.php) 
 
Reaper is a paid program, however it will let you use it as a trial or “evaluation” for 
as long as you may need. Upon opening the program you will be prompted with the 
window below. Simply wait for the “Buy Me[5]” counter to decrease until 0, and you 
will be prompted with “Still Evaluating.”

2. After closing the above window, Reaper will ask you to set your Project settings, the 
only two parameters which may need to be changed are your Timebase’s, these should 
set Time instead of Beats. Click “Save as default…” to save this for later. Then click OK.



 3. Before dragging in your audio and listening, we need to change a few more 
settings. As displayed in the images below, your timeline will still use Beats instead of 
Time. It is imperative that we use Time when tagging so we know the exact point when 
a sonic event is happening. To change this, please go to the top menu and choose

 View —> Time Unit for Ruler —> Minutes:Seconds.

4. Now you need to bring your audio in to the Reaper session, to do so find the audio 
file in your folder and drag it to the 0:00.00 mark on your timeline, the process done 
correctly should look like the example below.

Before :(

After :)

Minutes:Seconds.Milliseconds



5. Set your purple marker to the beginning of the file by dragging it to the 0:00.00 point, 
press the play button to begin playback. Now to begin listening. 
 
6. When looking for sonic events to tag, it is important to remember that we are not just 
looking for sounds from nature, every sound from that space makes up its acoustic 
ecology. From your footsteps to talking, to walking away, these are all important parts of 
the recording as well. However, this does not mean that you must tag every little small 
detail, for example, rustling brush which happens when the wind is moving does not 
need to be tagged ever 10-20 seconds for the entirety of the recording. Make your best 
judgement when picking events to tag.

 
 

Once processed and imported, you will see the waveforms of the audio file.



7. When you find an event that you want to tag, you are to mark the beginning and the 
ending. To mark these points easily without stopping your recording, use the keyboard 
shortcut “M” for Marker, once when it begins and once when it ends. When you 
successfully tag your first sonic event you will have 2 Markers. This will look like…

8. Now that we have these points in time recorded, we must give descriptors to identify 
what these sounds are. When picking your descriptors think about the property and the 
quality of the sound, words like sharp, 
harsh, dull, along with what you 
believe the sound is coming from, is the 
perfect description keywords. If you 
wanted to find this sound on our 
database, what would you search to 
find it? Below is the comprehensive list 
of every keyword we have ever used in 
the database, this is not for you to copy 
exactly, however it will give you a good 
start, and allow you to find your own 
descriptors along the way. This list is 
also available in a downloadable JPEG 
format on the TeamDrive.

1. Beginning 2. Ending



9. When you have your descriptor keywords picked out, you need to double click on the 
first marker you placed at the beginning of the sonic event. In the example above this 
marker is labeled at “1. Beginning” Doing so will bring up the window displayed below, 
and this is where you will place your keywords. When adding, please DO NOT use 
commas to separate the words, only spaces. Although this may look odd or incorrect, it 
makes it immensely easier for us to add these tags to our database in the future. There 
is no need to use descriptors in the 2nd or “Ending” marker because this number will 
only signify when that sonic event ends. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10. TIP: You may speed up this process by increasing the playback speed of the 
recording, next to the timer in Reaper you well see the “Rate” slider. Normally it will be 
set to 1.0, however you can move it anywhere from -4.0 to 4.0 times speed. This may 
seem tempting, however please don't listen at more than 2x speed, as you will lose 
crucial small details in the sound that could be important.

 
 

You will continue this tagging process for the entirety of the recording.



11. Once your tagging for this audio file is complete you will have an equal number of 
Beginning Markers and Ending Markers. In order to get these in a simple format we can 
translate to the Google Spreadsheet, we will export this data from Reaper. 
 
You must first set your hotkey for exporting this file by going to your menu and clicking  

              Actions —> Show Action List…

 
 
 

The Action List window will appear. (1) In the search bar labeled “Filter” type the 
keywords “export marker.” This will bring up the action as displayed below. (2) Click 
the action description, then (3) click the “ADD” button in the bottom left under “Shortcuts 
for selected action.”

This will bring up the window displayed here. Before clicking 
anything in this window, simply hold down your Command, 
Option (or Alt), Shift, and E keys simultaneously. The window 
will display these keys, and you have now created your hotkey 
export command. Click OK.

(1)

(2)

(3)



12. After clicking OK, you will be returned to your Reaper session. Click your hotkey’s 
Command+Option(Alt)+Shift+E at the same time and you will be given the two windows 
displayed below. 

In the window on the left, you will see your marker list, here M1 marks the beginning of 
the first sonic event, and M2 marks the ending of it. You will also see your descriptors 
under the Name section. Please make sure this is correct before exporting, and that 
each beginning marker has its subsequent end. (Even though they are both in the 
START column, M2 marks the end of the first sonic event.)

SAVE to a location you will remember, along with the name you desire. Before 
beginning to tag another recording file, you will need to upload this data to a Google 
Drive spreadsheet (which we will go over in the next section), so it is OK to overwrite 
your previous file as long as this step has already been done. Once saved, you will 
have a .csv file which can be opened with a program such as Microsoft Excel, this 
makes it extremely easy to copy/paste/import your tags and timestamps in to the 
Google Spreadsheet.



C. Documenting Tags in TeamDrive 

1. Once you have your .csv file opened and your tags accessible for copying and 
pasting, you will want to head to the home page of the Team Drive. Here, right click on 
the file called “Tagging Template without Example”  then click “Make a Copy" from the 
drop down menu. This will create a copy of the template on the home page of the Team 
Drive.

Next, right click on the “Copy of Tagging Template without Examples” you just made and 
choose “Move To..” from the drop down menu. Move this file to your folder.



2. Head to your folder and open up this spreadsheet. Below are two pictures, the first is 
what it will look like originally and the second is how you will want it to look when you’re 
done. It is important to remember that you will have ONE spreadsheet for every 
FOLDER. Within that spreadsheet you will include all audio files from that folder, 
as such…

 - Change the title of the spreadsheet to the name of the folder: ex. M1-23-11-2017
 - Replace the (Name of File Here) with the name of the audio file. You can copy this 
directly from your Finder.
 - Use the NOTES section if there is anything you think needs to be addressed that is 
important/irregular, this is totally up to you to decide.

BEFORE:



AFTER:

Here I have used 2 files as an example, however in your version you will have as many 
files as there are in your folder.

Once this is complete you can just leave it in your folder, we will access the 
spreadsheet to transfer the tags to our database!

Thank you and happy tagging!


